ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Unlike Indo-European languages, Chinese words do not have spaces to mark their boundaries. So word segmentation is the foundation of Chinese natural language processing (NLP). A system with a lexicon could perform quite well, however, the unknown words which are not registered in the lexicon, become the bottle-neck of the precision and recall. Simply enlarging vocabulary will not work, because those unknown words are so vast and various as to be collected exhaustively. Unknown word identification (UWI) therefore plays a significant role in word segmentation.
In this paper, we illustrate an approach to recognize unknown words, which is based purely on statistics and probabilities, and involves information only on word level. First, a process to specify an unknown word candidate is triggered on some certain conditions (a Chinese character that can form a surname will cause a specifying process of a candidate of person name, for example), and an initial probability of this word is calculated from its internal formation. Then the context information of it is taken into consideration, with a local bigram model applied here, whose details will be discussed later in Section 3. At last the specified candidates of unknown words, together with normal lexicon words, will go through a * This research was supported by National Natural Science Foundation (60203020) and Science Foundation of Harbin Institute of technology (hit.2002.73 ).
searching procedure to get a solution that meets the maximum probability, or to generate N best results serving further processing [1] .
Because of the limitation from our system and platform, the unknown words that we identified only include Chinese person names (PER), location names (LOC), numerals (NUM) and time expressions (TIME). The evaluation is conducted on a large set of corpus segmented and tagged manually, while the experimental results show the efficiency of our method. The precision of PER, LOC, NUM and TIME on the test set is 82.1%, 80.5%, 91.7%, 95.5%, respectively; and the recall is 87.0%, 71.3%, 90.6%, 93.7%, respectively. There are 75.1% of the results matching the standard ones perfectly, if five best results for one input are saved.
RELATED WORK
Recently, many techniques have been proposed for Chinese unknown words identification. Lv et al [2] presented a rule-based method, which used unknown words' internal structure and context relations to develop its evaluation functions, and resolved them by a dynamic programming. Tan et al [3] expounded a transformation-based machine learning approach. They focused on the problems of Chinese place name recognition, with a similar idea with Brill algorithm [4] , and eliminated many incorrectly recognized sequences by transformation rules. And Zhang et al [5] revealed a universal method based on roles tagging. They tagged the roles of words' component tokens by applying a Viterbi algorithm in the fashion of a POS tagger. As a result their system could recognize several types of unknown words.
In the last few years, some class-based models were introduced. For example, Sun et al [6] integrated word segmentation and named entity identification into a unified framework and developed the class-based LM with their own features. Zhang et al [7] improved their role-based model and added a class-based segmentation. Fu and Luke [8] also combined the model based on classes with their word juncture models and word-formation patterns for UWI.
We benefit form their approaches, and explore a statistical-based model that fit our own word segmentation system and NLP platform. 
LOCAL BIGRAM MODEL FOR UWI
The noisy channel model is a classic language model for word segmentation, of which the actual application could be an n-gram model. In this section, we integrate the UWI process to a word segmentation system with such a model, and employ a local bigram method, with the assumption that the rest parts, where unigram is used, are smoothed.
The Classic Noisy Channel Model for Word Segmentation
Given a sentence that can be regarded as a sequence of Chinese characters S=s 1 s 2 …s n , the task of word segmentation is to find a separated sequence W=w 1 w 2 …w n , whose posterior probability:
is maximum over all possible ones. For a fixed sequence, P(S) is a constant, and P(S|W)=1 because the sequence of Chinese characters is unique for any result word sequence, then:
where is the recognized word sequence. Stochastic language models are usually used to calculate P(W), with which, for a sequence of words W, P(W) can be written as:
However, in practice, it is impossible to compute the exact conditional probabilities P(w i |w 0 …w i-2 w i-1 ) for a long sentence. So we assume that a given word's probability only depends on its n previous words. The equation (3.1.3) is expressed as:
Then we call it an n-gram model. Bigram (n=1) and unigram (n=0) are both popularly used instances.
The Unigram Model's Dilemma
A research shows that ambiguities occur 1.2 times per 100 Chinese characters, while the ratio of intersection ambiguities and combining ambiguities is 12:1 [9] . So unigram could work rather well, as it solves intersection ambiguities effectively, which are major problems for word segmentation. But for UWI, it is not always competent. The formation of Chinese unknown words (especially Chinese person names) is so complex, that it can generate several types of ambiguities as Table 1 shows. It can be seen that information only from the word formation pattern itself is not adequate. Maybe, in Case 1 or Case 2, it might still work. But if the input sentence is like Case 3 or Case 4, the corresponding probabilities will probably be partial to the lexicon words. Furthermore, in Case 5, we could not even judge whether it is a person name or not. Considering that, context information is indispensable to UWI.
A rule-based weighting is efficient, but for a statistical-based model that outputs N best results for further refining, the weight added illogically may confuse the evaluation process, which obeys probability originally, to mark and order the results. Then bigram model is chosen, and indeed, it performs better. Yet, the training of the transition probabilities of every two words calls for an enormous collection of corpus, which is not handy at all time. If used as a rough segmentation, it would cost a lot of time and memory for the decoding to gain N best results. Since unigram already can do so much, the cost-efficiency of bigram is not that high. Hence we decide to find a compromise.
Local Bigram Model
Observing the P(W) of bigram model, it is generally computed under the Maximum Likelihood paradigm as:
where C(w i-1 ,w i ) is the frequency of the co-occurrences of w i and w i-1 , and C(w i-1 ) is the total frequency of w i-1 in the corpus. Here we prefer to write it as:
by dividing the numerator and denominator with a same factor C(Total), the total of the words in the 
is usually determined by optimizing on the "held-out" data.
According to this principle, we make an "integrally smoothing assumption" that in a sentence, probabilities of the rest parts' co-occurrences are all 0, so they are smoothed and only have factors like (1-λ)P(w i ), except the unknown words candidates identified and some local areas associated with them whose probabilities will have dependencies with their previous words. Here, we must also make a definition to the "local area": We consider an unknown word together with its one previous word or one posterior word (both are the longest) as a local area. Then the bigram model is applied in this extent correspondingly. Again we divide every P(w i |w i-1 ) with a factor (1-λ), as: which will have the same outcome with (3.1.2). After that, the general parts of the sequence inputted will have P*(w i |w i-1 )=P(w i ) that just equal the probabilities with unigram. Whereas, take the sentence "教授孟西 安 " (Professor Meng Xi-An) as an example, the unknown word candidate "孟西安" (Meng Xi-An) will have such a P* as:
which is enlarged by its previous word "教 授 " (professor), for "教授" (professor) is a appellation word often appearing ahead a person name. In this way, the "local bigram model" is created.
On the second thoughts, to avoid the data sparseness that remains serious when the probabilities are computed based on exact word, we actually apply a clustering method. Besides unknown words that take their types as their classes, we also defined several word classes that have a close relation with them. Table 2 shows the details. The other words' effects to unknown words candidates are so slight that we ignore them. For the above classes, we can believe that in the defined local area if a class C i contains a word w i , then w i belongs and only belongs to C i . So we can suppose P(w i )= P(w i , C i ) According to that, for an unknown word candidate, formula (3.3.4) is transformed to:
If complete probability formula is used, then:
Suppose w i-1 and w i are independent under the condition C i-1 , C i :
We can also express it as:
The initial probability P(w i ) of the candidate is calculated as:
The conditional probability P(w i |C i ) is generated from its internal formation patterns:
Decoder
The decoding algorithm is much simplified. We create a directed acyclic graph for an input sentence, of which the vertexes represent the spaces of every two Chinese characters and the edges denote there could be words. The weight of each edge is set with -ln[P*(w i |w i-1 )]. As it is generally a unigram model, a Dijkstra searching with some judgments is enough. It can also gain N best results conveniently just by adding a storing structure to the graph.
Sample Results and Discussion
With the above model, we solve many problems that were inextricable with unigram before. There are some examples: 1.
"朱琳夫人" (Mrs. Zhu Lin)
will be much greater than P(朱琳夫 PER )P(人).
"他十枪全中靶心。" (His ten shots all hit the
bull's-eye.) Comparing with " 记 者 全 中 报 道。"(Reported by Quan Zhong.)
As "全" and "中" are both single-character words with high frequency in the corpus, P(全)P(中) is greater than P(全中 PER ). Therefore, the first sentence can be segmented correctly as: "他/十/枪/全/中/靶心 /。" And because of the weighting of "记者" to the person name candidate "全中", the second one can be segmented as "记者/全中/报道" correctly, as well. 3.
"1000 余万元" (more than 1000 yuans)
After weighting procedure the probability of the sequence is like:
which prevents the result "余万元 PER " .
But there remain some ambiguities that can not be solved. For example "邓稼先生于 1886 年。" (Mr.
Deng Jiaxian was born in 1886.) We can not decide whether it is "邓稼先/生于…" or "邓稼/先生/于…" only by this model. However, bigram even trigram can not solve many instances of this kind, either.
EXPERIMENTS

Evaluation Metric
The precision, recall and F-scores of our system are conducted by following formulae:
We also record the percentage of N-best results that entirely match the standard ones. It is defined as:
where C(PerfectMatch) is the number of the output sentences one of whose N results perfectly matches the standard result, and C(Sentence) is the total number of input sentences.
Experimental Data
The lexicon used in our system contains about 80,000 words. We also have an additional dictionary that covers the information related with (3.3.8) . Several tests are taken on a corpus set containing 1,2000 sentences (expanded in is a slight distance between our system and some excellent ones, it is not a wide gap. Except the systems that make use of the information from higher levels such as S01 [12] , we prefer to compare our system with those just based on word level: S04 [13] is a good selection, which used bigram method for word segmentation and introduced a word juncture model combined with word-formation pattern to identify unknown words. We could say our system performs almost as well as theirs measured either by F-score or by P or R. So it proves local bigram model can solve the chief problems to a large extent, while the complexities are not increased.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a local bigram model for unknown word identification. In this model, we cluster the words that have important effect for identifying unknown words to several classes, and make use of their dependencies locally in the form of conditional probabilities, while assuming the other parts, where unigram is used, are smoothed. We take advantage of the convenience of unigram together with the dependent information of bigram. The system brings a satisfying outcome, either from its best result or from the N best results. Since its complexities of both time and space are much lower than many general algorithms, this method is quite practical when training data is not ample, or in a resource-limited environment such as PDA
